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Some procedure, like the Indian ink tattooing, must be better explained!
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

Language polishing:  ?..diagnosed modalities for small bowel hemangioma“ consider: ..diagnostic 

modalities..  ?..VCE in the accurate diagnosis..“ consider: ..in the accuary of diagnosis and..  

Concerning Case 1, why was resection deemed necessary after successful clipping of the bleeding 

spot? Was malignancy suspected?   ?hyperlipidemiatype“ what is this supposed to be?    

Discussion: ?Gastrointestinal tract-derived bleeding is a life-threatening development“ Consider 

rephrasing because this sentence is too general and lacks accuracy, e.g. ?Intraluminal gastrointestinal 

bleeding can be a life-threatening condition“ ?..OGIB is defined as overlooked gastrointestinal 

bleeding..“ I would not say ?overlooked“ as this indicates something was visible but failed to be 

recognized. In case of OGIB this is rarely the case when egd and colonoscopy with adequate 

preparation have been performed.   ?..neoplasms, Meckel’s disease and polysosis 

syndrome.“  Polyposis syndrome?   ?VCE can be recommended as part of the routine work-up in 

patients with obscure bleeding or iron-deficiency anemia[14]“ This sentence is problematic because it 

could be misinterpreted in a way that all patients with iron-deficiency anemia would require VCE, 
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which is certainly not the case. Please clarify!    ?Advanced implementation of VCE including India 

ink tattooing made the decision of insertion course easy, and the endoscopic process facilitated early 

treatment, resulting in avoidance of progression to life-threatening status.“ I do not believe VCE 

directly enables India ink tatooing. Please clarify sentence. What is meant by ?insertion course“? 

Please rephrase and clarify.   Figure 1 ?The details localization of target lesion using fluoroscopy 

indicates in the end of endoscope insertion (arrow) (C). The lesion was underwent endoscopic 

hemostatic clipping (D).“  Please correct these sentences with the help of a native speaker.   Please 

clarify how you were able to use VCE for localization in the Jejunum vs Ileum. Passage time? X-rays?  

Please also clarify the role of contrast enhanced imaging vs VCE and DBE. It would be helpful for the 

clinician if you could propose a diagnostic algorithm. 
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